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Three Bloodlines. Deadly Abilities. No Escape.
With the release of Imminent Danger, Alls unleashes a gargantuan driving force of action and magic upon
the unsuspecting.
LOS ANGELES - July 31, 2013 - PRLog -- Los Angeles, California – Young adult author, Ryan J Alls
has always had a thirst for creative action and captivating fantasy worlds. With the release of his debut
action/fantasy novel, Imminent Danger, Ryan introduces readers to Eli Brassie, an heir to one of three
omnipotent bloodlines. Eli’s journey of becoming an Agent and mastering his inherited abilities gives
young readers a taste of the unrelenting force of gripping combat, deceitful young love and the enchanting
nefarious world of Kismet.
When writing Imminent Danger, Alls focused on immersing the reader into all of the dangers that came
with being an Agent in the world of Kismet. “Detailed and heart-pounding action scenes have always been
a thirst of mine when reading novels,” the author said. He explains that he wanted readers to vicariously
fight for survival against the dangers and other agents of the Kismet world, using the abilities of their
favorite character.
“Imminent Danger was tailored to not be your stereotypical fantasy novel. I wanted to take the concepts of
magic and action, and combine them with a sort of black ops or military style,” grinned Ryan. The story
focuses on Eli Brassie, a young and reckless heir of the Weapons Master Bloodline—a bloodline with the
ability to master and summon any weapon at will. Now that Eli is finally old enough to join the Academy
that helps groom young Agents, Eli finds himself pulled into the storm that is the Agent lifestyle.
Imminent Danger is the first installment of The Bloodline Revelations series. The novel is already available
in both paperback and ebook at stores such as: Amazon, iTunes and Barnesandnoble.com. Fans of the series
should visit Facebook.com/TheBloodlineRevelations, as well as @TheBloodlineRev for information on the
action/fantasy series.

“May fate be your ally.” —Imminent Danger
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